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AN-4189
Guidance of Using Self Valley Fill Calculation Tool for
FL77904/FL77944/FL77905
Overview

Design Flow

This application note provides a step-by-step guide for using
the Self Valley Fill (SVF) calculation Tool to assign
capacitance for alleviating flicker problem of direct-AC
driven LED-lighting fixtures.

The flow chart of using the SVF calculation tool is drawn in
Figure 1. The tool is used to determine required SVF
capacitance for a well-designed system to meet specific
flicker requirement [1]. Before using the tool, the system
design needs to be completed except placing the capacitors.
You may use LED Direct-AC Driver Design Tool [2] to
generate the pre-defined system design.
The calculation tool’s looks like Figure 2. It can be
separates into four parts with assistive figures. How to use
these four parts are explained in the following subsections.
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Flow Chart of Using SVF Calculation Tool
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Appearance of the DACD Design Tool

Step 1: Entering Pre-defined System Design

Blocking diodes (D1~D4) are required part when applying
SVF circuit. These diodes can be general-purpose diodes or
LED. Forward voltage of the blocking diodes also needs to
be filled into the tool.

In the system-design section, completed design details of
driver and LED string need to be entered. The driver IC grid
and special arrangement section are drop-down lists. You
can choose which driver IC you want to design with and
which pin you want it to be opened. Refer to [1] for more
explanation.
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System-Specification Section
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Step 2: Entering Specification of Chosen LED
Inputs in the LED-model section are used for generating
much realistic LED model for further calculation. This
information can be got from data sheet of the LED. Correct
input is needed to have much realistic result.
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Figure 5.

Assign-Capacitance Section

Step 4: Check Design Result
According to inputs in previous steps, the calculation tool
shows predicted luminous flux, flicker index, percent
flicker, peak voltage on capacitors, and current on each
LED. You may need to change the inputs in the assigncapacitance section of the result of this section cannot meet
system requirement.
With smoothed current, peak current of each LED will be
reduced. It is a better driving condition for LEDs. Efficacy
is possibly slightly better with this condition.
Figure 4.

LED-Model Section

Step 3: Assign Capacitance
Enter the capacitance for SVF circuit for each LED group.
The capacitor filters the LED current to be smooth, which
alleviates flickering of light output. Larger capacitance
results in lower flicker index and percent flicker. It is
recommended to have same capacitance for each LED
group, but you can also try different capacitance for them.
Enter “0” if you do not want to put capacitance for a
specific LED group.

Figure 6.
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Predicted Outcomes of the Design Result
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Related Datasheets
FL77904 Phase-cut Dimmable Compact LED Direct AC Driver
FL77905 Analog/PWM/Phase-cut Dimmable Compact LED Direct AC Driver
FL77944 Analog/PWM Dimmable High Power LED Direct AC Driver
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LIFE SUPPORT POLICY
FAIRCHILD’S PRODUCTS ARE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR USE AS CRITICAL COMPONENTS IN LIFE SUPPORT DEVICES OR SYSTEMS
WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT OF FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION.
As used herein:
1.

Life support devices or systems are devices or systems
which, (a) are intended for surgical implant into the body, or
(b) support or sustain life, or (c) whose failure to perform
when properly used in accordance with instructions for use
provided in the labeling, can be reasonably expected to
result in significant injury to the user.
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2.

A critical component is any component of a life support
device or system whose failure to perform can be reasonably
expected to cause the failure of the life support device or
system, or to affect its safety or effectiveness.
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